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Best shopping list app for ios and android

Staying organized is one of the hardest things to do. It's okay if you can't keep track of everything because most of us can't either. That's kind of why make a list of apps there are. They can add some organization to a hectic lifestyle and prevent you from forgetting important things. To make a list of apps also usually work great for things like grocery lists and
repetitive tasks like taking trash every week. Those with good memories probably don't need something like this. However, in a world where multi-tasking is an increasingly important life skill, a good task list app can help keep everything in order. This is one of those apps we recommend to everyone. There are a bunch to choose from, so here are the best to
make a list of apps for Android! We would also like to give an honorable mention to Google Keep (Google Play Link). Many people use it and a similar note taking apps for short do-do lists, grocery lists and other things that may not have a time-sensitive aspect. This is perfectly reasonable for super simple things and is completely free to use.
Any.doAsanaMemorigiMicrosoft To-DoTasksAny.doPrice: Free/ $2.99 per month/$26.99 per yearAny.do is a popular app to make a list that gets the basics right. You have a common array of tasks, under tasks and notes that you can add to remind yourself of what you should do. There's also cloud sync so you can access your tasks across devices, including
your desktop, web, and tablet. It has an elegant interface and built-in support for Cal Calendar if you want to kill two birds with one stone. Any.do, it's simple, and most of its features are free. Any.do is also one of the few apps with support for Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.AsanaPrice: Free/ $9.99 per month (per user)Asana is a business-oriented job
listing app. Those looking for individual solutions should probably stay away from this. This one works best for groups of people. It contains task categories, different sorting and tagging options, and tons of ways to add information to a task. In addition, each task has its own commentary for communication purposes. The app also has a decent free option for
those who want to try it out first. This is one of the better business solutions and works best in the work environment, not for personal use. MemorigiPrice: Free/ $3.99/$1.99 per month/$15.99 per yearMemorigi is one of the newer to-do list applications. It has a beautiful material design AI along with a bunch of other things. Basic features include tasks and
lists, cloud sync, repetitive tasks, notifications (reminders), and more. Some of the more unique things include floating actions (such as Facebook Messenger's chat heads), integrated time and themes. Get the job done and he looks good doing it. The organisational structure takes a little time to especially if you're used to things like Todoist, TickTick or
GTasks. The free version includes some features. There's one $3.99 for a version that adds most of the basic features and a monthly subscription for the rest. Most should get down well with free or plus versions. Microsoft To-DoPrice: FreeMicrosoft To-Do is actually surprisingly decent to make a list of apps. These are the same developers who did
Wunderlist after Microsoft bought the app a few years ago. The app can do a bunch of things, including Windows desktop synchronization, reminders, repetitive tasks, and common for a list of things. You'll also get collaboration features (listing and task sharing) with family or work colleagues. He's had potential for years, but we think he's finally ready for
prime time. This is a great option for a free listing app. TasksPrice: Free/ $1.49Tasks is one of the new ones to make the app list. It has a wonderful UI, lots of customization options and a decent set of features. Functionally, it works like most others to make a list of applications. Simply put tasks, add dates and reminders, and complete tasks when needed.
Some of the other features include multiple lists, a dark theme, and a simple look. There are no more popular features like list sharing or cloud sync. However, not everyone needs these features. It's still very much in active development, so check out the Play Store to see what's changed between now and when we update this list again.Tasks.orgPrice:
Free/Up to $9.99 per yearTasks.org is actually a clone of Yahoo's old Astrid to-do list of software. It actually works pretty well. You get common things like regular tasks, repetitive tasks, custom filters, and syncing with your Google Task account. In addition, you will get some light theme options, CalDAV support and tasker support. You won't have much
trouble bypassing AI, although some unique controls may take some time to learn. The app works with an annual subscription that starts at $1 per year, which undermines most of its competitors. TickTickPrice: Free/$2.79 per month/$27.99 per yearTickTick is another simple but powerful to make a list of apps. This one has basic features along with cloud
sync so you can keep track of your tasks between devices. It also includes a tag system so you can easily sort your tasks, widgets, priority levels to distinguish between more important tasks and location reminders. The free version also comes with two reminders per task. If you go pro, you'll also get improved task management, improved collaboration
support, and more reminders per task. It's another solid, simple option that can work very well. The premium version adds more features, but the free version should be more than good enough for most. TodoistPrice: Free/ $28.99 per yearTodoist is powerful to make a list of apps that can do more or less everything you need to On top of your mobile apps,
you can get native apps, desktops, and other full support sites on Google Chrome (as an extension) across multiple platforms. Covers basics and also includes offline mode, tags, and inboxes for a simple task Wear OS support, integration with the tone of other apps (including Google Assistant) and a unique karma system that helps you visualize how
productive you've been. We're not a fan of reminders as a premium just a feature when most others to make a list of apps don't do it. However, the app is otherwise functional and wonderful. To Do ListPrice: Free/$2.99It list up to is perhaps the least inventive name of any app on the list. Luckily, it's not that bad. The app covers basic features, including the
ability to get reminders to make sure you get your stuff done. The interface resembles a Wunderlist, but that's not necessarily a bad thing. It is very clean and easy to use. You'll also get a lot of tertiary features like adding tasks through voice commands, widgets, and more. It is easy to make a list of applications for simple needs. Those looking for something
more complicated may have to try another option. You can download it for free to try it out. The full version costs $2.99 and you can get it for free if you use Google Play Pass.TrelloPrice: FreeTrello is a big name in the game to make a list and it's one of the few options that's completely free. At least for now. It comes with all the basic features, as well as a
unique tab-based interface where you create tasks on boards. It also comes with support for Google Drive and Dropbox, Android Wear support, collaboration features and scaling so you can do something as simple as a grocery list or as big as a multi-person group project. The app is powerful, it looks cool, and the price is great for many people. It was
bought in early 2017 by Altassian. We don't know how it's going to affect it in the long run, but it's working the same right now. If we missed any of the best to make a list of apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! My Make OU/123RFChildren can use and understand
technology at an early age. They know how to properly manage smartphones and tablets and enter their favorite apps before they can speak. There are a sea of apps available for each platform, but not all are suitable for children. We've compiled a list of apps for kids, some are silly games while others are educational, but they're all completely safe for kids
and fun. Many of these apps come with in-app purchases. If your children don't understand that they pay with real money every time they touch one of these, it can cause real problems. Before handing over your phone or tablet to your child, make sure they don't know the password for your account and have to ask before they click. You can also avoid any
accidents by following our guides to turn off in-app purchases in iOS or disable in-app purchases in Android. If you are considering buying some toys here are our for the best tech toys and the best STEM toys for kids. Educational (programming) Tynker is very easy to work with, because it is very very — move the blocks to build the code. With Tynker, you
can play coding games, take courses to learn how to code, and you can even program drones. This app works with connected toys like Sphero, Lego WeDo2.0 and even Philips Hue and Lux lighting systems. You can download Tynker for free, but if you pay for subscriptions, you'll have access to mobile courses, more than 350 puzzle levels, a private
Minecraft server, 18 online courses and more than 100 guided tutorials. If you want your children to get serious about programming, then Tynker should be on your shortlist. Android iOS This app is a great way to learn the basics of coding. Instead of just learning to code with isolated commands out of context, you'll need to use code to navigate the story. It's
interactive, it builds reading understanding skills, and children will have a lot of fun trying to find clues to solve the mystery. Some of the skills learned are sequences, loops, pattern recognition and algorithmic thinking. Follow the story, find clues and gather charms to complete a great adventure. The first chapter is free, and if you like it, you can unlock the
entire game with one purchase of $4. Android iOS Small Caterpillar, called code-a-pillar, needs your help to get to the end of the maze. Can you help? The game encourages children to think through obstacles that will be harder as they complete each level. It helps children learn things like planning and sequencing, problem solving and number recognition.
Android iOS Bee-bot is a very simple app that helps children develop skills in directional language and programming. Use directional arrows to move forward, backward, left, and right. The app has 12 levels that encourage you to be better and faster, as you can finish the level of more stars you'll get faster. It is proposed for children 4 and older. iOS Here's an
encoding app for kids that's designed to teach computer science to 4- to 11-year-olds. Help the furry aliens through the labyrinth and explore the planet Smeeborg. Teachers and parents can use this app, and this does not require an adult to have any program knowledge. It includes more than 40 scripted curricua, more than 200 activities, and even has
integration into the Google classroom. The app aims to encourage kindergarten children to start thinking like developers and write them JavaScript by grade 5. Children will learn concepts such as syntax, classes and subclasses, variables and more. It's only compatible with an iPad. iOS Educational (math, science and language) This app prepares preschool
kids with puzzles and games that include shapes, colors, numbers, and letters. The app is set so that a small child can click around without leaving the game or end up on the menu, and the controls are easy enough to use. There are four game modes, but they are all educational and should help Forms Children's Preschool has more than 30 30 including
shapes, colors, money, symbols, colors, and numbers. The game has puzzles, games, and flashcards to make learning easy. Alphabet's Android iOS Endless is a unique, interactive, educational app that teaches kids their ABCs. The app uses adorable, colorful monsters to teach kids the alphabet and build their vocabulary. There are more than 50 words for
research and learning, each featuring an interactive puzzle with talking letters and short animations designed to illustrate the definition. Endless Alphabet is a fun and engaging way to teach your kids the alphabet without any pressures or restrictions. The app allows children to learn at their own pace, without stress or pressure. Android iOS Rosetta Stone
Kids Lingo Letter Sounds is a fun, educational app that teaches preschoolers how to read and speak. This game is perfect for parents who want to teach their child more than one language, as the Rosetta Stone app boosts English language reading skills while simultaneously introducing Spanish. The app casts the child as a savior for the trapped toys.
Children must speak Spanish to control the actions of the different characters on the screen, coinciding with the correct sound of the initial letter to release each toy. It's a clever way to get them interested in speaking Spanish. Android iOS This app brings you different animated movies every week with related quizzes and learning activities. The app is made
for 6- to 8-year-olds, and the films cover many topics from science to social studies, maths, reading and writing, art and technology. The app aims to find children to develop their critical thinking skills, ask questions and make connections. For older children, you can also download the BrainPOP Featured Movie app. You can pay $3 per month for an Explorer
subscription that includes Movie of the Week, plus unlimited access to all movies and bonus features at any time. There's also a full access subscription at $7 per month. Android iOS Ubooly, which can be described as a less intimidating Furby, is in fact a far more advanced version of Teddy Ruxpin. But instead of cassette tapes, you can insert your iPhone
or iPad into a Ubooly plush toy ($30), which will interact with your children. They can learn names, birthdays react when spoken to and guide children through various lessons and games. Children can enter math problems in iPhone / iPad and Ubooly will work with them according to the correct solution. Ubooly also teaches children of science by walking
them through simple experiments at home, which make hands-on learning at home easy and fun. The toy covers a range of lessons from the human body to Spanish and has enough content for a child of any age to be interested. Android iOS Games Super Why! The app features characters from the popular PBS show of the same name to help children with
reading and writing skills. It contains three games run by different characters. Children can help Alpha follow the alphabetical path to create words, Princess Presto lays out the words children's children follow with your fingers to learn how to write, and Wonder Red teaches children how to find rhyming words. The app also includes interactive storybooks in
which children are instructed to include the right words to complete sentences. Android iOS One of several monkey games, Monkey Preschool Lunchbox teaches preschoolers about shapes, counting, puzzles and colors. Every time he opens a lunchbox, a new lesson comes out. The monkey asks for help finding his green fruit, catching only eight
strawberries or finding fruits that begin with the right letter. You can't lose points because you mess up, so wrong assumptions become part of the learning process instead of something scary. The bright colors and mascot of monkeys make it interesting for small children, and the controls are easy for anyone to learn quickly. Android iOS Moonbeeps: Fireflies
is a beautiful game that allows children to discover glowing fireflies buzzing about the forest. The game is very simple really - children just need to catch fireflies and add them to their collection. You have to touch the firefly to catch it, but it's far harder than it sounds. There are four different fireflies to catch, each of which comes in a different color. You can
also mix colors by capturing different fireflies, and you can even rhythmically touch the screen and the fireflies will return. The app features music from The Polyphonic Spree's latest album, Psychophonic. An Android iOS alien named Om Nom has come to earth and all he wants to do is eat candy. It is up to your children to understand which ropes need to be
cut and which bubbles to pop to get candy to the creature with the smallest amount of strokes. Cut the rope is directed towards older children, because the puzzle game, but it does force the player to solve the problem and think critically. Two skills that are useful at any age. Each level is a bit heavier than the last and it's easy to get frustrated. There are
several different versions of this game, including the sequel, Cut the Rope 2, Cut the Rope: Experiments and Cut a Rope: Time Travel, so that the fun can continue even after you have completed all the levels on the original. Android iOS If you haven't heard of Angry Birds, you've avoided popular culture long enough and it's time to step out into the light. The
aim of the game is slingshots of birds on pigs sitting in small structures in order to kill all pigs. No one knows what the pigs have done, and even if they are evil, but for some reason, the birds are not satisfied with their presence. Levels are like puzzles and each one is heavier than the last, but along the way you unlock different birds with new abilities. If your
child is tired of the original Angry Birds, you can branch out into one of the many sequels, including but not limited to Angry Birds Star Wars and Angry Birds Friends. Android iOS Art/Music DRAWNIMAL is an app that brings simple pen and paper tools to your iPhone. The app encourages children to draw an animal on an iPhone screen based on they
choose. The app allows children to practice the alphabet, promotes curiosity for new technology and, most importantly, teaches children to think outside the box. The app is suitable for children of all ages, starting from preschool age. The app is also compatible in five different languages, including English, Spanish, French, German and Italian. iOS Artkive is
a refrigerator door application. It allows you to photograph your children's artwork and share them on Facebook or send them to anyone via email or text. Artkive offers child-friendly navigation and allows anyone to easily edit images for brightness or filters. Artkive allows you to create a board for each image that includes the child's name, age and date, so
you don't have to try to remember who painted what. You can also upload artwork you like to the Artkive website and create calendars and books, which could be used to shame your children for years to come. Artkive can be used to preserve schoolwork and projects, as well as Android iOS If your child likes to sing and listen to music, Little Fox Music Box is
the perfect app. The user can talk along with Fox and his friends about classics such as Old MacDonald and London Bridge. Each song is paired with a different scene with interactive animals and backgrounds. If your little guy is tired of standard basic songs, head to the Fox studio where you can record original songs while Little Fox dances. Android iOS
Musical Me! is an award-winning app that teaches kids notes, rhythm and pitch. Children will join Mozzarella Mouse in the music world and learn the fundamental components of music. They will work on their memory by listening to notes and copying the pattern to train their ears to hear different pitches. Children will also learn about rhythm, short and long
notes, how to read music notes and even how to create their own music. A handful of popular children's songs recorded specifically for the app were featured, including Mary Had a Little Lamb, Pop Goes the Weasel and Skip to My Lou. Children will also hear instrumental versions of Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Wheels on the Bus, Old MacDonald and more.
iOS Lite-Brite was a 90s discovery that blended the fame of neon, art and the potential dangers of suffocation. This relic was located in every suburban home, but now it has gone the way of the Pogs and fuses. The art of glitter digitally restores the national past time – without the risk of suffocation. Each creation begins with a blank black screen and children
choose what type of brushstroke to use, such as stars, hearts and circles. Choose a color, all neon, and drag. It's like finger painting without clutter. Some of the shapes are animated and will come to life, but they are all bright and attractive, perfect for a small child. After completing the masterpieces, you can save them to enjoy later. And perhaps the biggest
advantage of this app: you won't find those little Lite-Brite cards crammed in Android iOS Update: We revised this article and added BrainPOP movie of the week, Tynker encoding, Nancy Drew codes and traces of Mystery Coding, Think &amp; Learn Code-a-pillar, Bee-bot and Kodable programming applications.
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